The leading
translations company

Trollbackco

We intertwine the
ties between
languages,
making your
thoughts global

Translating Your Thoughts Flawlessly
Since 2003…..
60 Minutes Translations, a Royal Canadian Group Company has earned a worldwide reputation in all the years
after it´s founding in Montreal, Canada.

• In more than 75
languages
• With the assistance of
more than 15,000
professional
translators
• Securing accuracy
with more than 2,500
translation pairs

Our Clients - Worldwide

Translation Services
We provide outstanding translation results, delivered by our more than 15,000 certified expert translation
professionals, which are respectively able to support more than 75 languages
Website Translation or Localization
With supreme technology and comprehensive translators we can enable you to communicate effectively
with any target audience you want to access.
Translation API
To accommodate large volumes of content that require translation, this system allows your content
management system to communicate directly with our translation platform, simplifying the complete
process while reducing the translation expenses
DTP - Desktop Publishing Services
Preserve the same look, format and artwork template so that the foreign language version mirrors the
format of the original.

Transcription Services
Over 1.5 million minutes of audio recorded and 6000+ happy clients, 60 Minutes Translations is your trusted
source for accurate, quick and Cloud-based transcription service.
MailConvert - Email Translation
Communication barriers no longer need to be an hurdle when communicating with international consumers,
which are uncomfortable to communicate in English. Our ultimate solution provides email support to customers
who prefer corresponding in their native languages
Translation Memory Cloud (TMC)
Translation takes time. Utilizing the Translation Memory Cloud we can compile a glossary of the common phrases
and sentences you use in your communication. The process allow our human expert translators to focus on the
complex areas of translation, providing you with the security of accurate translation.
Proofreading
60 Minutes Translations provides professional document editing and proofreading services. Proofreading is
performed by a third native speaker of the target language.

To enhance your translation experience and provide you with a service, which will compel you not to hesitate to entrust us with all your
translation projects, we designed an approach to streamline the process. Our goal is to eliminate the hassle from all your translation requests,
keeping it simple.
We strive to empower you with the control on your translation process, but likewise allow you to focus on more important issues, knowing
that you entrusted the best to provide you with fast, efficient, and professional translation solutions.

Complete the online
Wizard with your
translation request

Approve the quote and
process the payment

Clear communication with
translator throughout the
translation process

Check your mail, the
translation will be in your
inbox

We respect your time, therefore, we employ every effort to ensure that we meet the deadlines determined before
hand. With an efficient process of sharing the work among our translators we can guarantee no delays. We offer you
an unique countdown timer placing you in control. We are proud to say that the clock has never defeated us

ASSIGNMENTS

Traditional
Translation
Expensive

Fixed prices

Translate one line at a time until
completion

Translation Memories

Communication difficulties
Machine translations

Late Deliveries

Incorrect Document Formats

Unsatisfactory Results

Direct Communication

High Quality Expert
Human Translation

Know when to expect
delivery
Accurate translations according to
your specifications

Exceptional Results

Opening doors globally

Communication on projects

We enable you to connect to the
world

Localizing your
marketing campaigns

Localizing your mobile
applications

Localizing your
Websites

We Pledge

Fast Service

Clear and Effective Communication

Discretion

Perfect Layouts

Cross Browser Adaptability

Responsiveness

Consistency

Scale with your requirements

Ability to handle large volumes

60 Minutes Translations endorse quality by employing accomplished and knowledgeable professionals,
supreme technologies, and processes on multiple layers. We provide the best value for money in the
translation market, which serves as motive to set an unmatchable set of quality standards

They trust us…….

What they have to say….

What you can expect from 60
Minutes Translations is a
honest, modernized process
developed on clear
communication and expert
knowledge, which significantly
simplifies the translation
process

The 60 Minutes Translations team
reveals its brilliant perception of
the customer’s concepts and goals
in the work they deliver.
Effectiveness with an honest and
courteous attitude towards the
client and always opportune
responses to all correspondence –
these are key distinctive
characteristics of the company

A precise and accurate service
provided, very cooperative
beyond the requirements.
Support us with explanations
on everything as the
translation progressed

Take action - get your unobligated translation sample now
Associating with 60 Minutes Translations offers you indispensable business advantages. We provide supreme
trustworthiness and speed. The translation technology we utilize offers an efficient process to create a replication
of projects with competent workflow minus the purchase of innovative technology or processes. We provide a
professional translation service, with a sincere, human methodology.

Avoid additional overheads, fluctuation in pricing on your translation projects, and the frustration of manual
translation management, contact 60 Minutes Translations today to obtain the security that your translation
project results are professional, consistent, and efficient.

info@60minutestranslations.com

Without translation, I would be limited to the borders of
my own country. The translator is my most important
ally. He introduces me to the world.
Italo Calvino
www.goodfreephotos.com

